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Abstract
Finite-state automata called transducers, which have
both input and output, can be used to model simple mechanismsof biological mutation. Wepresent a
methodologywhereby numerically-weighted versions
of such specifications can be mechanically adapted to
create string edit machinesthat are essentially equivalent to recurrence relations of the sort that chatacterize dynamic programmingalignment algorithms.
Based on this, we have developed a visual programruing system for designing new alignment algorithms
in a rapid-prototyping fashion.

Introduction
Karp and Held (1967) first established a relationship between finite-state
automata and generalized
dynamic programming, a connection which Allison and
co-workers (1992) proposed to exploit for simple models of biological mutation (corresponding to constant
and pieeewise linear gap penalties). Haussler and colleagues (Krogh et al, 1994) have also made imaginative
use of finite-state
automata, as embodied in hidden
Markov models (HMMs)that they use to learn profile
descriptors of multiply-aligned protein families. Here
again there is an implicit relationship with dynamic
programming through the algorithms associated with
HMMs,although in this case the automata are used to
model evolutionary relationships amongspecific sets of
strings rather than general algorithms for comparing
1arbitrary strings under some model of evolution.
In this paper we describe our efforts to extend the
notion of finite-state models of mutation, so as to formalize the relationship of these modelsto edit distance,
alignment, and dynamic programming. This leads to
a methodology for rapidly-prototyping new alignment
algorithms, which we have implemented as a form of
*Current address: ComputerScience Department, University of California at Davis, mu-phyk@cs.ucdavis,
edu
1Thus, the automata involved in describing a class of
proteins directly represent, and are roughly co-extensive
with, the strings themselves (i.e. the numberof states is
proportional to the lengths of the strings).

visual programming. Several novel alignment algorithms are presented, based on such automata.

Models
The basic theoretical construct with which we will deal
is the following (Aho and UUman,1972):
Definition 1 (Finite Transducer) A finite transducer is a 6-tuple T = (Q, ~,,, f~, 6, s, F) where Q is
a finite nonempty set of states, E and fl are finite
nonempty input and output alphabets, respectively,
s E Q is a distinguished start state, F C Q is a set
of final states, and 6 C Q x ~* x f~* x Q is a finite
set of transitions. An input string u E ~* is said to be
accepted by T with output v E f~* iff u = ulu~.. "un,
v = VlV2""vn, and (qi,Ui+l,Vi+l,qi+l)
E ~ for
O < i < n, where qo = s and qn E F. The set of all
such outputs for any u E E* is denoted T(u), and the
sequence of transitions employedis called a derivation.
The following variations are also defined:
¯ A weighted finite transducer is one for which
5 C Q x E* x ~* x ~ x Q, where ~ is the set of
reals. This numberis called the weight of the transition, and the weight n of a derivation is the sum
of the weights of its transitions.
¯ A two-tape finite transducer is one for which
C Q x ~* x E* x f~* x Q. A pair of input strings
u, v E ~* are said to be accepted by such a T with
output w E ~* iff u = ulu~...u,~, v = vlv~ ...vn,
w = WlW~...w,, and (qi,l14+l,Vi+l,Wi+l,qi+l)
for O < i < n, where qo = s and qn E F.
¯ A weighted, two-tape finite transducer is one
for which ~ c Q x E* x ~" x ~* x !l~ x Q, with
derivations and notation as before.
It will be convenient to use transducers with essentially the same input and output alphabets, but for
which the output is "labelled", as follows:
Definition 2 (Label) A labelling of an alphabet ~ is
a bijection L : ~ ~ E in which each z E E is mappedto
a new symbol~ G ~, i.e. ~ = {~ I z G ~}. Two strings
u, v E ~* 19 E-* are equivalent up to labelling, denoted
u-- v, if and only if u = zxz2""zn,
v = YaY~’"Yn,
and for 1 <_i < n either zi = Yi, ~ - Yi, or zi = Yi.

We will now outline an automata-theoretic
model
of mutation, beginning with a fundamental operation
meant to model a single mutational event affecting a
substring of some sequence.
Definition 3 (Mechanism) A (labelled)
mechanism
M is a finite transducer for which f/= ~ (f2 = E),
and where for all u E ~,* and v E M(u), u ~ v.
weighted mechanism is one based on a weighted finite
transducer, as above, where in addition for any derivation the weight n is non-zero. Where the meaning is
obvious from the contezt, the term mechanismwill also
refer to any derivation by such a machine.
Note that we have required that the action of a mechanism be detectable, i.e. that any derivation produce a
change in the string, and furthermore that it have nonzero weight (if any). Also, we will generally require
weights to be non-negative. This definition of mutational mechanism is obviously limited, in ways that
will be discussed further below. However, by accepting these limitations, we find that the model proves to
2be tractable to further useful forms of analysis.

x/e

0

Figure 1: Mechanismsfor single-base (a) substitution
of y for x, (b) deletion of z, and (c) insertion of
where x,y E E and z ¢ y. The symbol e represents
the empty string, or string of zero length.
Some common notions of mutation can be represented by transducers that are easily seen to be mechanisms, such as those shown in Figure 1. These represent single element substitution, deletion, and insertion; note that the latter accepts only an empty string
as input, while the others affect only single bases at a
time. The symbols z and y here represent any member
2Evenso, it must be stressed that the use of a transducer also entails theoretical limitations that do not apply
to simple finite-state automata(i.e. without output). For
example, we note that it can be shownthat it is undecidable whetheran arbitrary finite transducer is a mechanism,
using a reduction of the Post CorrespondenceProblem.
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of the alphabet, so that in the literal machine there
would actually be sixteen substitution transitions in
the case of DNA,and four each of deletion and insertion transitions. These might be represented as separate mechanisms, particularly if this was thought to
represent some important biological distinction.
On
the other hand, note that these three mechanisms
might be combined into a single mechanism, by simply merging the respective start and final states; what
constitutes a distinct mechanismis at the discretion of
the modeller. In practice, we will see that weighted,
labelled mechanismsprove to be the most useful form,
and that separate or combined mechanisms will preserve the weights and labels in the desired manner.
In fact, we will nowproceed to combine collections
of mechanisms for a specific purpose. Wewill wish
to be able to apply a mechanism anywhere within a
string, rather than just to a given substring (or, in
the previous example, a single base) in its entirety.
In order to do this, we will construct a machine that,
given a set of mechanisms,applies exactly one of those
mechanisms at any permissible point in a string. We
do this as follows:
Definition 4 (Mutator) A (labelled) mutator
is a finite transducer constructed from a set of
(labelled) mechanisms J t hat h ave c ommon alphabets
E, and f~,, but pairwise disjoint sets of states Qi, as
follows:
¯ the set of states Q is the union of the states Qi in
each Mi E I~, together with a new start state s and
a single, new final state, F = {f}
¯ the alphabets are ~ = fl = E,
¯ the transitions 6 comprise the following:
- each transition in 6i of each mechanismin p
- a newtransition (s, e, e, si) for each start state
sl of each mechanismin #
- new transitions (fi, e, e, f) for each final state
fi E Fi of each mechanism in
- new transitions (s, x, z, s) and If, x, ~c, f)
each x E Eu
- ifp is labelled, a newtransition (s,~,,-2, s), for
each ~ E Eu
A weighted mutator is constructed as above, with zero
weights attached to each new transition. A (labelled)
mutation is any derivation by a (labelled) mutator.
The construction of a mutator is perhaps more easily understood using the graphical representation, as
shown in Figure 2a. For an unlabelled mechanismset,
the reflexive transitions on the start and end states
merely serve to consume and produce identical input
and output, so that any substring of the overall string
may be "presented" to the appropriate mechanism. We
will refer to such transitions (qi,z,x, qj) E 6, where
z E ~, as scanning transitions.
It is clear, by the
construction of a mutator, that only one mechanism’s
transitions are invoked in any particular mutation; we
will refer to that mechanismwithin a given mutation

M1

x/x

....
Figure 2: (a) Construction of a mutator from mechanismsMi (left)
for the mechanismsof Figure 1 (right).
as, simply, the mechanismof the mutation. The effect
of a given mutation will refer to the output produced
by the mechanism of that mutation, which is a substring of the overall mutator’s output -- in fact, for a
labelled mutator acting on unlabelled input, the effect
is just that substring of the output that is labelled.
The substring that is consumed by the mechanism will
be called the affected substring.
A mutator is constructed so as to keep the different
mechanismscontributing to it clearly separate and distinct, but in fact an equivalent transducer can be constructed, without empty transitions, by merging states.
Such an equivalent mutator, for the mechanisms given
in Figure 1, is illustrated in Figure 2b. Wenote that
the purpose of labels is to ensure that evolutions, or
multiple applications of a mutator to a string, are provably equivalent to another form of automaton derived
from it, as described next. Briefly, labelling ensures
that in running a string through a mutator multiple
times, the effect of any mutation will never be affected
in a subsequent mutation. This formalizes an important assumption in the derivation of edit distances, and
can also serve to establish that the numberof labelled
evolutions of any string is finite.
Wenow extend this general model to encompass the
notion of string edit and edit distance, by constructing
the next in a series of machines:
Definition 5 (Editor) An editor £, is a finite transducer constructed from a mutator Jr4. as follows:
¯ ~he states Q, input and output alphabets E = f~,
and start state s are as in 2~4.
¯ the final states change from F = {f} to F = {s}
¯ the transitions 8 are those in .£4. together with a
newtransition (f , e, e, I

and (b) an equivalent transducer to the mutator

A weighted editor is constructed as above from a
weighted mutator, with zero weight attached to the new
transition. An editing is any derivation by an editor,
and an edit is an output of an editor.
Figure 3a illustrates this construction graphically.
An editor goes a step further than a mutator by applying any number of allowable mutation mechanisms

Figure 3: (a) Construction of an editor from a mutator
A4, of which only the start and (formerly) final states
are shown (top), and (b) an equivalent editor for
weighted version of the mutator of Figure 2b (bottom).
Suarls
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to a string. It accomplishesthis by, first, allowing the
transducer to in fact perform no mutations, by making the start state a final state, and second, to iterate
after each mutation by returning to the start state s
from what would otherwise be the final state f. Thus,
after each mechanismis applied, the input may be further scanned and another mechanism applied at any
subsequent point, and so on. Note that the scanning
transition on the former final state is nowsuperfluous,
and in fact an equivalent editor can generally be constructed by simply merging the start and final states of
a mutator. Such an equivalent editor, for the mutator
of Figure 2b, is illustrated in Figure 3b.
The editor of Figure 3b in addition has weights of "1"
attached to each transition formerly associated with a
mechanism(i.e. substitution, insertion, and deletion).
It can now be seen that this editor is just a calculator of the number of mutation mechanisms invoked to
transform one string to another in any particular editing: the measure knownas edit distance. While it may
seem that we have gone to a great deal of trouble to arrive at this simple calculator, we emphasize again the
generality of this approach. For example, it has long
been recognized that assessing a "penalty" for insertions and deletions that is strictly proportional to the
length of the resulting gaps, which is inherent in the
editor of Figure 3b, is biologically naive. Morerealistic algorithms recognize that insertions and deletions of
any size generally constitute single mutational events;
the metrics imposed involve a constant penalty for any
gap, plus some smaller incremental penalty that is proportional to the size of the gap. Wecan easily model
this by substituting for the mechanisms for deletion
and insertion ones like that illustrated in Figure 4a.
Here, reflexive arcs accomplish single deletions with
weights of "1", as many as are desired, but in order
to complete the application of the mechanism, the last
transition to the final state is assessed a muchgreater
weight. Thus, a single such event entails one large
weight plus an incremental weight in proportion to the
length of the indel. (There are several variations to
this architecture which would serve equally well.) Such
mechanisms can be combined with the previous substitution mechanism (now given an intermediate weight)
to create an equivalent mutator, as the reader may confirm, and the mutator’s start and end states may then
be merged to produce the equivalent editor illustrated
in Figure 4b. Wealso introduce at this point the use
of Greek letters to denote weights on transitions.
A series of consecutive deletions or insertions is commonly called a gap. A gap penalty is the total weight
assessed by the mechanismscreating a gap, and is characterized by a function 7k of the gap length k. Thus,
for the naive modelof mutation, 7k = fl.k for transition
weight/3, but for models such as that of Figure 4 we
have a so-called a~ne gap penalty, 7k = ~+/~’ (k- 1),
as maybe readily inferred from the automaton. In fact,
the cost of any editing may be derived from the con344
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Figure 4: (a) Weighted mechanism for single-event
deletion (top) and (b) an equivalent editor for singleevent deletion and insertion, plus substitution as before
(bottom).
struction of such automata, and thus also the minimal
cost via the following inductive definition:
Definition 6 (Functional Edit Distance)For each
state qi E Q of a weighted editor g construct a function of the same name from pairs of strings to reals,
qi : ~* X ~,* ~ ~, such that
¯ ifqi 6 F, qi(e,e) =
¯ forallz,
y6~*, qi(x,y) =min{ qj(r,s)
I (ql,u,v,n, qj) 6 6, z = ur and y = vs}
Then for any z,y 6 ~* the functional edit distance
from ~: to y is the value for the start s~ate, s(x, y).
Applyingthis definition to the editor of Figure 3b leads
to the classic edit distance recurrence,
s(zu, yv) = rain

s(u,v) +~r~,~

I

s(u, yv) +
s(zu, v) +
where a~,~ = 0 if z = y and cr~,y = 1 otherwise
s(u, e) = lul

s(e, v) Ivl

This follows from the architecture of the automaton
whenthe single state s is interpreted as the recursive
function, while transitions represent conditions under
which prefixes of the input and output are consumed
and generated, respectively, and the total cost incremented so as to arrive in a new machineconfiguration.

Boundary conditions are established by requiring the
automaton to arrive in a final state with empty input
and completed output. Of course this is also the basis
of a simple dynamic programming algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970; Sellers, 1974), as can be seen
more clearly by way of an analogous definition for a
matrix interpretation of distance:
Definition
7 (Matrix Edit Distance)
Given a
weighted editor g and a pair of strings x, y E E*, for
each state qi G Q construct a matrix qi[O..lz[,O..lyl] of
reals such that

s if e F, q [0, 0] = 0
¯ for o < a < and 0 <

b < Ivl,
qi[a,b] = min{ qj[a - lul,b - Ivl] + n
[ (qi, u, v, n, q./) q 5, u = Z(a-lul+l)..a
and v - y(b_lvl+D..b}
Then the matrix edit distance between x and y is

s[Ixl,lyl].

Relating these distances to alignment is awkward
due to the distinction between input and output. We
can require that the output match a given string, but it
is more natural and ultimately more useful to reorient
our view of the automaton with one final construction:
Definition 8 (Aligner) An aligner A, is a (weighted) two-tape finite transducer constructed from
(weighted) editor £, as follows:
¯ the states Q, start state s, and final states F are
as in C,
¯ the
u input alphabet is that of£., E = ~3
¯ the output alphabet f~ is a new set of symbols in a
bijective mappingfrom transitions in £,, a : 6 ---* f~
¯ for each transition d = (qi, ~, Y, (n,) qj) in $, there
is a (qi,z, y, z, (n,) qj) in ,4, such that a(d)
An aligning is any derivation by an aligner, and an
alignment is an output of an aligner.
By default and by convention, the mapping a for a
transition with input pairs x, y E E, U {e} will simply be a token with the inputs written one above the
other, using a dash in the case of e. Thus, for the transitions of the three simple mechanismsof Figure 1, we
would have a((s, x, y, f)) =~,z a((s, z, e, _-,x and
a( (s, e, y, f) ) = By thi s means ali gnment is formally
and explicitly related to editing (as well as mutation,
etc.) and minimal edit distance, as opposed to being
implicit in the mathematical recurrence and relegated
to traceback data structures in the implementation.
Weemphasize that this also constitutes a declarative computational model, and that we may infer recurrences directly from the structures of the models.
For example, viewing the states in Figure 4b this time
as matrices according to Definition 7, we derive the
following recurrences by minimizing over all outgoing
transitions, decrementing indices by the lengths of the
inputs consumedand incrementing the cost by their attached weights (with appropriate conditions applied):

s[a-l,b-1]
s[a b]
- 1, b - 1] +
s[a, b] = min d[a,

i[a,b]

if xa = Yb
if bXa # y

810,01=o

{

s[a-l,b]+o~
d[a, b] = min d[a 1, b] + [3
s[a,b-1]+a
i[a,b 1]+[3

i[a,b]=min

together with other boundary conditions that are easily
inferred. These, in fact, are exactly the recurrences for
affine gaps derived by Gotoh (1982) algebraically (and
rather less concisely).
To review and recapitulate
this methodology, we
consider yet another model of indels that takes potential reading frames into account. Our goal will be a
discontinuous distance function, defined for gap length
k as "}’/c = Cr~moda+/~’k, where cr0 << cq = a~ = a.
That is, indels that would maintain a reading frame
will be penalized less than those that woulddisrupt it.
Webegin with a mechanism of deletion conforming to
this notion, as shownin Figure 5a. Wecreate successive states for each individual base deletion, in a loop
of length three, and from each deletion state allow the
deletion to terminate with penalty a, unless the deletion is a multiple of three in size (we use a0 = 0).
can incorporate this mechanisminto a mutator according to Definition 4 as shownin Figure 5b, along with a
simple substitution mechanism; insertion is not shown
but is analogous to deletion.
As before, we mergestart and final states to produce
the equivalent editor of Figure 5c. By examination, it
is obvious that state do can also be mergedwith s: its
only outgoing transitions are a free moveto that state,
and a deletion move to dl which s already possesses.
Thus we arrive at Figure 5d, and again can mechanically and non-algebraically produce a recurrence:

s[a, b] = min

s[a - 1, b- 1]
if xa : Yb
s[a-l,b-1]+a
if z~#yb
dl [a - 1, b] + [3
il [a, b - 1] + fl
8[0, 01 = 0

{
+
{8[a,b]

dl [a, b] = min d=[a - 1, b] +/~

d2[a, b] = min 8[a - 1, b] + fl etc.
Thus, great flexibility in designing gap weights can
be achieved through the use of additional states. Of
course, this comes at the cost of adding new matrices,
and because there are finite states it is not possible
to model forms such as concave gap functions without
additional features, e.g. a pnshdownautomaton would
be required to model inversions. However, we can use
this framework to incorporate certain "meta" models
of alignment in a very intuitive manner. For example,
practical alignment algorithms used for purposes of detecting sequence similarities differ from those shown
Seal’ls
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Figure 5: (a) Weightedmechanismfor frame-sensitive deletion (top left), (b) an equivalent mutator with substitutions as well (bottom left), (c) an equivalent editor with mergedstart and final states (top right), and (d) a simplified
editor (bottom right). Insertions are omitted for economy, but would simply mirror the deletion apparatus.
above in several respects. First, they are constructed
so as to maximizesimilarity rather than minimize distance, and this is easily accomplished by reconsidering
the weights on arcs and by substituting max functions
in Definition 7. More importantly, the best-fitting
substrings of the inputs are desired, for a so-called
local alignment. To achieve such variations the model
is formally augmented with new types of zero-weighted
scanning moves that act on either but not both input strings and produce empty alignment output, and
which may be inserted into existing models in a variety
of series and parallel configurations for the desired effect. Space does not permit a full development of this
technique here, but as an example Figure 6 shows an
equivalent aligner for the simple series-scanned case,
that produces local alignment.
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Note that the aligner of Figure 6 has empty output
on the reflexive transitions on s and f, so that only the
local alignment would be produced as output, in the
customary fashion. Again, we can produce recurrences
by direct examination of the automaton:

s[a- 1,b]
s[a, b] = max
{

s[a,b- 11 = max e[i,j]
os,<_,
e[a,b]
o<_j<b
f[a - 1, b]

/[a, b] = max
( f[~, b- 1] =o

e[a - 1, b - 1] -I- 1

e[~-1, b- 1]- 1/3
e[a, b] = max
{

e[a - 1, b] - 4/3
e[a, b - 1] - 4/3

f[a,b](=0)

x x

3c x

y/y

/"/

4

x x

Figure 6: Equivalent aligner for local alignment.

The simplifications given for the recurrences of s and
f also follow by reasoning from the automaton. We
know that fin, b] = 0 for any a,b because all outtransitions from f have zero weight, and any inputs
can be emptied to achieve the conditions for termination. Similarly, s permits any prefixes of the inputs to
be consumed with zero weight, so that the maximum
weight from any position on the inputs is simply the
maximumof zero and the result of the free transition
from there to e (i.e. the maximumvalue in the matrix
of e) which we have seen is at least zero. These are
the same equations derived by Smith and Waterman
(1981). Other uses of meta-alignment scanning nodes
include best-fit alignments that specify containment or
overlap as required by fragment assembly algorithms.
As a final example of more sophisticated gap models
we present one in which the gap penalty is context-

x]x

Zy
e/w
Figure 7: Parameterized editor for microsatellite
indels, where w E ~*, [w[ < 4, and n ~ 20.

dependent -- dependent, that is, on what lies across
from the gap. The editor in Figure 7 is based on the
observation that regions of the genomewith multiple
short tandem repeats, called mierosatellites, are observed to exhibit great variability in the number of
those repeats. In comparing these highly polymorphic
segments, an alignment algorithm would be more effective if it penalized gaps within microsatellites much
less than it did gaps in other sequence, since such gaps
are known to arise more frequently than elsewhere.
The editor shown implements this idea via the move
that recognizes such matching repeats w over a certain
threshold number n, and then allows additional such
repeats to be inserted or deleted at muchreduced cost
(this being a rain machine). The repeat w is shown as
a parameter on the microsatellite mechanismnodes so
that the identity of a repeat may be preserved through
subsequent transitions, but again this is just shorthand
for a more complex(though still finite) automaton with
instantiated inputs. Note that, for the machinesin Figures 6 and 7, affine gaps or indeed any other models of
gaps could be substituted for the ordinary gap models
illustrated, and in fact this technique makesit easy to
combine aspects of various models.

Visual Programming
Wehave recently implemented, and are now refining,
a system making practical use of this methodology.
A Prolog program was written that takes as input
a specification of an aligner, given as a database of
appropriately-labelled and indexed states and transitions. The program translates this to Prolog code, essentially using the constructions given above to (1) create a matrix for each state to store not only aggregated
weights but also traceback information, and (2) generate declarative code to implement the appropriate
recurrence. The Prolog code generated uses foreign
function calls to dynamically-allocated ’C’ arrays for
efficiency, and we observe true quadratic-time behavior, although the recursive overhead in the prototype
limits speeds to the range of 1-10 msec per matrix cell.
We have hidden the logic-based code generator
within an easy-to-use graphical interface, shownin Figure 8 -- in effect, a domain-specific visual programming system. The interface is designed as a specialized drawing tool, with which the modeller may use the
mouseto deposit or adjust the labelled nodes and arcs
of a finite transducer. The system has many features
found in general drawing tools, such as "snapping" of
objects to a grid to ensure a neat appearance, and the
ability to add and adjust articulation points to linear
arcs. However,it is connected to the underlying logic
that will, at the press of a button, generate and execute a dynamic programming algorithm specified by
the automaton on the screen. For example, with this
model the "Run" button produces, in a dialog window,
the behavior shown in Figure 9.
We note several things about the implementation:
Searls
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Figure 8: A frame-maintenance aligner, as entered into the graphical user interface.
First, the labels on transitions are given as uppercase
logic variables within square-bracketed lists, conforming to Prolog notation. Where a single input is indicated (e.g. IX]) it is understood that both inputs are
the same, and otherwise different.
Although the machine is portrayed as an editor, it is actually an aligner,
with the output entered separately and ordinarily not
shown. The user may specify both an upper and lower
output as well as a character to appear between the
aligned elements. In the alignment shown, we use a
blank between the rows to indicate a mismatch, a hyphen for a gap, a vertical bar for a match that is "in
frame", and a plus for a match that is "out of frame",
in the following sense: While the frame-sensitive machine derived in Figure 5 implemented a gap penalty
model in which frame-preserving gaps were penalized
less than others, it did not allow for cases where a gap
that is not a multiple of three nevertheless restores
the proper reading frame. Moreover, that model does
not penalize the length of out-of-frame sequence downstream from a frame-disrupting gap. The model of Figure 8 maintains the notion of frame, however, so that
348
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both matches and mismatches in the putatively correct
frasae0 are penalized less than in other frames, and it is
possible for the correct frame to be restored by subsequent frameshifts. 3 Note also that the user mayspecify any node as the start state; the node namedstart
is specifically designed to allow for any initial frame
orientation in the input strings, and in fact it is not
necessary to have any knowledge of frame in advance.
Because Prolog still provides top-down control for
the algorithms thus generated, they are properly classifted as a form of dynamic programming termed
memoization (Cormen et al, 1989). Wehave investigated whether greater speedups could be obtained by
generating true bottom-up, iterative code at the back
end of the system. Indeed, a version in which the specification was translated instead to C++resulted in two
orders of magnitude speedup. However, a memoized
version in C++ was only a factor of two slower than
3Thederivation of the novel and elegant recurrence associated with this modelis left as an easy exercise, given
the methodologypresented in the previous section.

Enter 1st sequence: tta~cttatgcgattcgttatgcg~tatgcttagcttta~c~ttatgcg~a¢c
Enter 2nd sequence: tattcg~gcttatgtcg~cg~attctgagtcg~tactttacttattc~atctatg
Enter sta~ state:
start
Runningalignment...Alignmen~completedin 6.313 ms per cell, total value 68:
t-t--aggcttatgcgattc~tatgc~atgcttagctttaggc~ctatgcg~---at
c

I-+--IIIIIIII I I

II l--÷+-llill--+-llll
III---II

tart c~gctt atgt c~cggatt ctga~t cgg--t a-cttta--c-ttattcg~atct

atg

Figure 9: Dialog from the frame-maintenance aligner of Figure 8.
this, suggesting that it was the recursive overhead in
Prolog that was the major bottleneck in the prototype. Another code generator back-end implemented
in Standard MLwas intermediate in speed.
Such generated code will never be as fast as handoptimized code, but we believe it will more than suffice for the prototyping of new alignment algorithms,
particularly those using complex models of gene structure, etc., currently under development. A more serious problem is space utilization. Since each state in
the automaton now requires an n x m matrix, space
grows as O(snm) for s the number of states, i.e. as a
function of the complexity of the model as well as the
square of the size of the input. Wehave found that
considerable savings can be achieved through a series
of heuristics. The first step in this process is simplification of the model wherever possible to reduce the
numberof states, using standard techniques for finitestate automata. The next and major step is evaluation
of the architecture of the machine for opportunities to
reduce the dimensionality of states. That is, certain
states may not require an n x m matrix, but perhaps
only a vector, if only a single row or column is accessible. In other cases scalar values may be directly
calculated, for examplein the final state in Figure 6.
Still other states may make use of matrices from other
states, such as the start state in the same figure, which
entails only searching the matrix of e for its maximum.
A more generally useful technique employs sparse
matrices. Particularly in more complex models there
will be states that, on average, will be visited only
rarely. These would include the parameterized states
of Figure 7, which would only arise at microsatellites
of sufficient size. It is most economicalto simply store
these "matrices" as entries in a hash table, and in fact
we currently assert such information as Prolog facts. In
other cases, a matrix maybe populated in a dense but
systematically incomplete manner; for example, the
model of Figure 8, when the starting frame is known
(i.e. if any of the final states is used as the start state),
results in three matrices each with only a third of their
diagonals populated, which in fact may be superimposed. Detecting in advance and economizing on such
patterns is a subject of current research.
While the current trend in sequence similarity search
is toward statistically-founded
models (and extremely

efficient implementations) such as BLAST,we feel that
there is a place for model-based alignment with strong
biological content. The methodology presented here
has already proven useful in a pedagogical context and
in the development of novel recurrences, and promises
to provide a basis for a rapid prototyping framework
for new models of increasing sophistication.
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